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Introduction
As COVID-19 spread across the United States in early
2020, many chief financial and accounting officers,
controllers, and other finance leaders oversaw their
first closing of the books with 100 percent of their
workforce working remotely.
As finance teams well know, a financial close is a highly
orchestrated process in which team members depend on
each other to produce deliverables on a tight schedule and
in precise sequence—a symphony of moving parts that can
quickly become discordant when well-practiced routines
move to a virtual environment.1
Executing a virtual close is a significant leap from going
over hard copies side by side with access to large
monitors, high-speed scanners and printers, and other
technologies that support productivity and collaboration.
At the point offices shut down, a number of employees
may not have had even the basics ready at home: a reliable
laptop, remote access, and videoconferencing capabilities.
Adding to the complexity, key personnel were at risk of
being unable to participate in the close due to illness or
family responsibilities, a concern that continues. And most
managers likely did not have much experience overseeing a
completely remote workforce.
At this point, many companies have executed their
first virtual close, and now they are looking at what’s
working and what may need to be fixed.

After all, as time goes on, it’s clear that the virtual close
was not a “one-and-done” experience. The need to close
the books remotely keeps extending as many offices
remain closed, and business leaders and employees are
concerned about coming back too soon. Health officials
also warn of a resurgence of the coronavirus once
cold weather returns, with the potential for renewed
stay-at-home orders.2 Looking long past the end of this
year, COVID-19 has likely changed how and where we
work forever.3
It’s unlikely that companies will go back to the more
analog approach to closing the books.
The process was already becoming more technology-driven
before the spread of COVID-19. Now, the necessity of
closing virtually has only accelerated the desire to introduce
greater automation. Most companies didn’t have significant
remote close capabilities, and now they are discovering
that the technology and processes that allow a virtual close
also promote greater efficiency, accuracy and transparency
that companies seek for any financial close—remote or not.
Here we discuss how to evaluate the needs of the
financial organization and develop a strategy for a robust
and sustainable virtual close, with enhanced processes
and technologies that will provide value long after the
immediate impact of COVID-19 has abated.

The Wall Street Journal. “Finance Teams Adapt to Closing the Books Remotely Amid
Coronavirus.” March 31, 2020.
2
The Hill. “Fauci says second wave of coronavirus is ‘inevitable.’” April 29, 2020.
3
NPR. “The Office As We Knew It Isn’t Coming Back Anytime Soon. Maybe It’s Changed
Forever.” April 24, 2020.
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Observations from initial
attempts to close virtually
Without much warning and with little time to prepare, efforts to mitigate the spread
of COVID-19 required employees to vacate the office and relocate at home. Finance
teams with limited experience working remotely on a mass scale had to quickly
mobilize for the next financial close. Here’s what we learned.
Most companies were not ready

Finance leaders share common concerns

Heading into 2020, most financial
organizations had never executed a
completely virtual financial close.
KPMG asked participants in an
early April webcast4 to describe the
maturity of their remote financial
close process. The vast majority,
nearly 80 percent, said the process
was either new to the organization,
or plans were in place but they had
been tested only recently.

Approximately one quarter our webcast participants said that among all
of their near-term finance challenges, closing their books with a remote
workforce was their top concern. This is not a surprise, given that
communication and coordination play such a vital role throughout the
close process.

How mature is your organization’s
virtual (remote) financial close
process?
21%
40%
39%
High maturity—We have a
well-established and tested
virtual close process.
Medium maturity—We have
plans in place and/or have only
recently started testing.
Low maturity—The virtual close
process is new to our organization.

We also asked webcast participants about the greatest challenges that a
virtual close would pose.
An equal number of poll respondents, 23 percent, were most concerned
about the people and the process aspects. They worried that remote
teams were not trained to use collaboration tools and often did not have
access to relevant work aids; and that the closing process requires a
significant number of manual tasks for which team members were not
clearly identified.
The third greatest concern identified by 18 percent of respondents was
around technology, with a lack of close process capabilities inhibiting a
consolidated view of all activities. Without a clear picture of how company
finances were being impacted by COVID-19 and its economic fallout,
executives wouldn’t be able to make the informed decisions that an
efficient, accurate close supports.
Amid COVID-19, what finance challenge are you most concerned about
over the next 60 days?
Closing the books with a remote workforce (virtual close)

26%

24%

Maintaining cash flow
Managing costs/cost takeout

12%

Business planning and forecasting

37%

1,258 Respondents

1,380 Respondents

KPMG webcast “COVID-19 and the CFO: Executing a virtual close.” April 8, 2020.
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Success, with some hiccups
Now many companies already have at least one virtual close under their belts. Overall, the finance
leaders we’ve spoken to said they are incredibly proud of the work their teams did to quickly organize
and finalize the books under pressure, and in a new and somewhat disorienting environment.
Several companies concerned about network capacity for their first closing period staggered their
employees’ schedules and established guidelines around when to access VPN, which they said
appeared to help. Others focused on keeping employees engaged in the new remote environment.
In fact, some controllers and CFOs are using this period as an opportunity to leverage people with
increased bandwidth to document specific improvement opportunities for the close process.
The virtual close did not go off without a hitch for everyone, including some using third-party
business process outsourcing (BPO) providers. One company we work with encountered challenges
when a BPO’s employees couldn’t access their laptops due to sudden local stay-at-home orders,
and it needed to rely on temp labor that required some time to get up to speed. Other organizations
also encountered challenges in provisioning hardware and remote access timely for critical BPO
resources, due to high demand beyond the finance organization, data sensitivity and privacy
considerations, as well as broader supply chain issues globally.
How each company faired largely depended on its virtual close maturity at the start. While some are
further along than others, financial organizations have a clear path to follow.
Amid COVID-19, what finance challenge are you most concerned about over the
next 60 days?
11% 18%
13%
23%

12%
23%

Technology—Lack of close process management capabilities inhibits a
consolidated view of close process activities
People—Remote teams are not trained to effectively utilize collaboration
tools and often do not have ready access to relevant work-aids
Process—The overall close process requires a significant number of
manual tasks and doesn’t clearly identify the specific tasks required of
team members
Governance and compliance—Increased risk due to lack of consolidated
visibility into global statutory reporting requirements (e.g., financial, direct
tax, indirect tax, etc.)
Information (data)—Reduced productivity due to increased need for
reporting self-service, which often is not fully supported by the current
systems environment
Service Delivery model—Critical elements required to support a near 100
percent remote workforce were not fully considered within the organization’s
business continuity plan

1,341 Respondents
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Four stages to enable a
virtual close
We have identified the necessary steps for establishing virtual close capabilities that
also contribute to business continuity and long-term sustained value.
Preparing for virtual closing—completing stages one and two
A number of companies with low or moderate maturity already had to close the books remotely
for fiscal periods ending in early 2020. We worked with several finance organizations to help them
quickly complete two out of four stages.

1

Rapid on-boarding
Assess the business need, skill sets, and levels
to identify and on-board required resources

In the first stage, finance teams need to quickly assess
needs and gather resources. This includes determining
the scope of close activities, developing a service
delivery model, establishing governance protocols,
building a support roadmap and timeline, and on-boarding
that includes granting systems access.

2

Moving toward a quality virtual close process—
stages three and four
Establishing a long-term, valuable virtual close process
requires two additional stages which have been further
informed by recent wide-scale efforts.

3

Train and Assimilate
Realign people and skills to prepare for closing
remotely by setting up work shadowing,
on-the-job training, and a global support model
to deploy resources rapidly across all regions
and geographies

The second stage focuses on bringing the workforce up to
speed for 100 percent remote work through shadowing and
on-the-job training combined with a global support model.
Key activities include conducting a thorough evaluation
of the financial close and reporting process, assessing
process and activities criticality, identifying key resources
and back-ups, tapping expertise clustering excellence both
internally and externally, and working closely with auditors
to reconfirm key materiality and journal entry thresholds.
Best-in-class practices also include performing virtual fullclose process dry runs to assess productivity, and to test
systems for critical resources and teams.
The initial stages, particularly training and assimilation,
are part of a continuous improvement process. Some
organizations still need to better execute aspects of stages
one and two prior to their next remote close. For the rest,
attention now has to turn from completing a single virtual
close to making additional improvements, and that requires
a structured approach that better trains and prepares teams
to close virtually going forward.

Ongoing virtual close support
(flexible ramp-up/down model)
Embed resources as a part of the controllership
teams, provide hands on accounting, reporting,
close, technical accounting, PMO, communication,
and finance transformation support

The third stage involves building ongoing virtual close
support systems. If the first virtual close uncovered gaps,
complications or resource deficiencies, finance leaders
can embed additional resources into their teams. Keeping
a virtual close “scorecard” can help monitor key metrics
around liquidity, efficiency, the quality and accuracy of data,
global coordination and timing issues, and business and IT
controls. Managers can then fix problems with agility and
remove complexity from the close process.

4

Stabilize/Ramp-Down
Monitor and confirm that services and quality
have stabilized, and operationalize close
governance processes

Finance teams should look to stabilize their virtual close
process in stage four. Updated governance processes can
help confirm the quality, stability, and performance of the
virtual close, as well as institutionalize any changes that
have been made to the close process with documentation
of new policies and procedures. Similarly, an updated
virtual close calendar can identify dependent sources of
information for key activities. If companies assume a return
to a conventional in-house close, stage four would also
include a flexible plan for ramping down the virtual close.
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Four stage approach to a quality virtual close
To enable business continuity and set the stage for long-term
sustained value, consider a structured approach that trains and prepares
teams to close virtually
“Flex model”

“Quick ramp-up”

1. Rapid on-boarding

2. Train and Assimilate

Assess the business need,
skill sets, and levels to
identify and on-board
required resources

Realign people and skills to
prepare for closing
remotely by setting up
work shadowing,
on-the-job training, and a
global support model to
deploy resources rapidly
across all regions and
geographies

— Confirm scope around
close activities
— Develop service delivery
model
— Establish governance
protocols
— Build close support
roadmap and timeline
— On-board team members
and grant access
— Establish global scale and
service delivery protocols

and

— Rapid shift to an 100 percent
remote close process requires
realignment of people and
skillsets
— Conduct a thorough evaluation
of the financial close and
reporting process
— Leveraging expertise and
clustering excellence, both
internally as well as with
external resources
— Communicating and aligning
with your auditors to
reconfirm key materiality and
JE thresholds, to support
process efficiency

After their
first virtual
close,
many
companies
are here

“Quality close”
3. Ongoing virtual
close support (flexible
ramp-up/down model)
— Begin migrating to a ‘hard’ M1
and M2 close to support close
process discipline throughout
the year
— Deliberately focus on:
Efficiency, cycle times,
quality and accuracy of data,
coordination and timing across
the globe, business and
information technology (IT)
controls,and removing
complexity

4.Stabilize/
Ramp-Down

Monitor and confirm that
services and quality have
stabilized, and operationalize
close governance processes

Finance transformation and continuous value realization
Close management office and communications
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Case study
A virtual quarterly close in less than 30 days
At the point COVID-19 drove most of a Global 100 company’s
employees out of the office and into their homes, the close of the
first quarter was less than a month away.
The risks to completing the close were clear: lost productivity due
to work-from-home requirements and school and daycare closures,
and the inability to perform mission-critical processes—even
remotely—if key personnel or their families were directly impacted
by the virus.
Finance and accounting began by identifying and triaging potential
gaps that could affect the financial close and reporting process.
They quickly discovered that their workforce, unaccustomed to
working from home, needed additional support.
We worked with the company to assess the record-to-report
(R2R) process, anticipating and mitigating potential issues, as
well as confirming that business continuity planning addressed
fast-changing COVID-19 guidance. Activities include the following:
— Defining critical processes and business continuity readiness
and remediation plans
— Conducting workshops to identify key personnel and backups
for each critical process
— Developing a governance and reporting framework to escalate
and resolve issues
— Monitoring readiness levels and single-point-of-failure concerns
— Verifying that the IT team had the necessary tools, technology,
capacity and security measures in place for the close
With the support of financial close subject matter specialists
available remotely, the company was able to overcome its shortterm internal resource challenges and complete a timely and
successful quarter-end close.
The first virtual close also gave the team the confidence in their
ability to execute in a fully virtual environment, and provided details
to create a robust blueprint for future virtual month- and quarterend closes.
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Continuous improvement for
lasting benefits
Enhanced processes and technology tools can transform financial closing and
reporting, for good.
Roadmap to building a quality close process
The longer they need to use technology to work remotely, companies are learning that innovation
can help greatly improve aspects of the financial close. However, many companies can typically
realize a 25-50 percent reduction in their close cycle time by focusing first on low-hanging fruit
related to their workforce, processes and governance—and that’s before investing in technology.
Building a quality close process
Priority

Initiatives

Short
Term

Medium
Term

Long
Term

— Improve/reduce/simplify reconciliations
— Establish materiality limits and
management signoffs necessary for
adjusting entries
— Rationalize/simplify allocations
— Rationalize/reduce journal entries (manual)
— Rationalize/automate accruals
— Simplify and standardize chart of accounts
— Develop/implement close strategy
— Implement an active and project-style
management
— Implement cross functional close calendar

— Develop and strengthen sub-ledger
support, controls, and interfaces
— Ensure feeder system integrity
— Reduce/simplify intercompany
transactions
— Rationalize internal financial reports
— Develop procedure manuals
— Develop self-training tools
— Maximize the use of automated approvals
— Automate Chart of Account hierarchy
update across systems

— Implement an automated workflow and
on-line collaboration tool for review,
approvals, and close tasks management
— Provide dynamic/real-time external
financial reporting platform
— Automate all interfaces to G/L
— Implement a seamless system strategy on
feeder system processing and financial
system processing
— Implement a continuous improvement
program—problem tracking and resolution
— Rationalize legal entity structure

A successful close requires active coordination of pre-close and close activities optimizing
six dimensions of the financial closing and reporting process
Optimizing the financial close and reporting (FCR) process
FCR dimensions

Challenges

Solutions

Technology

Lack of close process management (orchestration)
capabilities inhibits a consolidated view of close
process activities.

Close automation technologies to help orchestrate and provide
visibility to distributed close process activities and policies. Examples
include Trintech, BlackLine Smart Close, ServiceNow Finance Close
Automation, etc.

People

Remote teams are not trained to effectively utilize
collaboration tools (to reach key team members that
possess needed expertise), and often do not have
ready access to relevant work-aids.

Remote users have the technology, skills and access to get questions
answered and deliver their work, and have clearly defined roles and
responsibilities within the close process.

Process

The overall close process requires a significant number
of manual tasks, and does not clearly identify the
specific tasks required to be performed by team
members.

Close activities are defined, documented, and properly aligned to the
close calendar. The close process itself has been optimized to ensure
the right activities occur at the right time.

Governance and
compliance

Increased risk due to lack of consolidated visibility into
global statutory reporting requirements (e.g., financial,
direct tax, indirect tax, etc.).

Adequate segregation to duties and related process/technology
controls are in place to support remote teams. Global statutory
reporting progress is monitored in near real-time.

Information (Data)

Reduced productivity due to increased need for
reporting self-service which often is not fully supported
by the current systems environment.

The financial data architecture is optimized. Remote workers have
access to the reporting/query tools required to support their activity.

Service delivery
model

Critical elements required to support a near 100
percent remote workforce (i.e., VPN, systems
access, etc.). were not fully considered within the
organization’s business continuity plan.

The business continuity plan addresses the technical and
collaboration requirements to support a remote global finance and
accounting workforce.
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Business continuity planning is essential
Finance organizations need to spend time and
resources setting up and formalizing their business
continuity plans (BCP), defining different scenarios
which may impact the organization and productivity in
different ways for both internal and external third party
resources, and defining adequate contigency plans. This
requires robust BCP planning, informed and driven by
data (process characteristics, current KPIs and business
metrics). Key considerations include:
— Identifying critical processes and resources, ranking
priority activities performed by FTEs AND third party
service providers
— Defining crisis and disaster recovery scenarios,
evaluating potential impact in terms of productivity
and performance (FTEs and third party providers)
— Addressing current process documentation gaps
(DTP’s, org charts, etc.) to ensure timely knowledge
transition as needed
— Assigning back-ups for key team members and
identifying synergies amongst internal finance and
accounting teams
— Testing and provisioning hardware and systems in a
fully remote environment (month end/ quarter end
dry runs), to ensure technology does not fail
— Defining key metrics to track during a potential crisis
(both productivity and business metrics across core
finance processes)
— Identifying third party providers as needed, and
defining potential surge/ ramp-up and ramp-down
plans to ensure mission critical activities
— Setting-up adequate and streamlined
communication plans
Planning ahead will reduce overall stress on the finance
organization in the event a crisis occurs, reduce overall
risk and mitigate potential performance drops, thus
ensuring mission critical processes, such as the close
process, are performed timely and successfully.
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The role of technology and automation
Companies that embrace automation in addition to
process standardization can achieve long-term cost savings
and productivity.

Lower labor costs, higher productivity from close
process automation*

For example, automating activities such as sub-ledger
close, consolidation and reporting can increase efficiency
and drive down labor costs. In another example, captive
shared service centers, both domestic and international,
were already largely set up for remote capabilities and use
standardize processes. These centers, which were less
impacted by COVID-19, can be further leveraged or put into
place by companies that don’t yet operate them.

70%

reduction close and reconcile
subsidiary ledger cost

50%

reduction in general ledger close and
consolidation cost

Establishing close management office and
communications
Throughout the entire process, establishing a single
point of control using a close management office (CMO)
approach ensures proactive identification and resolution
of risks and issues that could otherwise delay or cause
close process failures. A streamlined communications
plan and centralized CMO is key to avoid potential pitfalls
such as communication overload, redundant meeting and
information requests, which can add unnecessary stress
on finance and accounting teams.

50%

reduction in month-end
reporting cost

10-20%

monthly close cycle
time improvement

30-40%

Communication among the members of the financial
close and reporting (FCR) team, already vitally important
in an office setting, is even more critical virtually.
Organized daily checkpoints and robust dashboards can
help keep professionals on task, identify potential hold-ups,
and prevent overlap of resources that are easier to catch
in person.

reduction in post-consolidation
manual journal entries

10%

reduction in technical
accounting cost

Finally, this is an opportunity to leverage under-utilized
employees to help identify process improvement
opportunities that will not only enhance the close process,
but that help establish the upstream and downstream
processes that contribute to overall finance transformation
and continued value realization well into the future.

20%

reduction in IT costs due to system
vendor rationalization
* Actual 12-month cost savings will depend on factors
including current process maturity, service delivery model, and
automation/tools in place
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Helping employees make the transition
Meanwhile, more finance teams are exploring cloud-based
applications, driven by the need to manage more
processes virtually. The impact of implementing these
applications is not to be underestimated. With the
introduction of greater efficiency and speed, managers
may need to redeploy their people to new tasks. Some
employees may need to become the de facto technology
specialists, as software-as-a-service offerings allow
finance teams to manage applications without significant
assistance from traditional IT resources.
With the combined challenges of remote work and the
demands on the workforce to adopt new tools and skills,
a structured change management program would go a long
way in helping employees adjust and build confidence in
their changing roles.
Refinement with each closing
With each close, organizations need to take time to review
issues and determine necessary changes for the next
period. Implementing a quality virtual close is not a singular
project, but rather, an act of continual improvement.
Process improvements and technology such as automation,
AI and advanced data analytics will give members of
the FP&A team the time and ability to forecast detailed
scenarios, and ultimately, help them uncover the
valuable insights that companies need to get in front of
change—instead of simply react to it.
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Looking ahead
Improved transparency and reporting in challenging conditions
For the near future, an improved closing process can provide the insights into the “4 Cs” companies
need to continue to manage through what may be the most difficult business environment they’ve
ever faced, and to communicate material events to investors with speed, accuracy, and transparency:
— In-depth analysis to determine liquidity and crisis cash needs, as well as tactical working capital
actions (accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory) that can quickly optimize cash flow for
the business.
— Accurate revenue forecast scenarios to develop organizational cost models that support various
levels of activities by categorizing and triaging discretionary expenses for cost controls and
delayed action.
— Realignment of capital expenditure plans to altered medium- and long-term growth scenarios,
and revised demand forecasts to help identify and redirect capex reduction opportunities.
— Revenue analytics supported by primary research to inform go-to market and operational changes
given rapidly changing customer demand patterns.
A number of organizations were already on the path to establishing a virtual close, and COVID-19
sped up the process. As we move further out from here, finance and accounting leaders can aim for
an even higher-quality close, a goal that benefits their organization and company regardless of the
need to work remotely.

How KPMG can help
Depending on where companies are along the virtual close maturity scale, our Finance
Transformation team can provide everything from strategic counsel and automation experience,
to additional resources to help give companies the ability to work remotely and the flexibility to
ramp up and down as needed.
For more information, please visit read.kpmg.us/finance
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